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Introduction 

Across the globe, climates are becoming more erratic, with increasing variability in precipitation 

and changes in temperature extremes [1]. These climatic variations can have major repercussions 

for wildlife, from physical and behavioral changes to population and distribution shifts [1]. It is 

crucial to understand if and how species can adapt to an increasingly unpredictable environment. 

Adaptation to environmental challenges can occur both early and later in life through phenotypic 

plasticity, the ability to adjust genotypic expression [2]. However, most work on adaptive 

plasticity is done in environments where early and later life conditions are consistent [3]; in areas 

with unpredictable future conditions, we know little about how these adaptations work at the 

physiological and genetic level. One hypothesis is that mothers can adaptively program offspring 

to overcome early environmental constraints via maternal effects which influence an offspring’s 

phenotype [3]. By producing epigenetic changes such as DNA methylation in the glucocorticoid 

receptor gene, mothers may be able to control developmental plasticity in offspring [3,4]. 

Starlings are a useful study subject to explore this hypothesis. Superb starlings (Lamprotornis 

superbus) reside in an area of central Kenya that greatly varies in rainfall throughout time and 

space; this highly variable rainfall impacts many aspects of starling behavior, physiology, and 

life history [3]. In superb starlings, pre-breeding conditions are related to levels of DNA 

methylation in male offspring, which predict likelihood to breed [3]. Thus, offspring born in poor 

conditions may be given a maternally-provided adaptive advantage that enhances later fitness. 

On the other hand, European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris), are a highly adaptive invasive species 

that reside throughout the Northern hemisphere, having successfully adapted to a range of 

various environments and climates. How mothers provide advantages to offspring in these two 

related yet distinct species in order to overcome environmental constraints is yet to be explored. 

 

Project Aims, Hypotheses, and Predictions 
In varying environmental conditions, what mechanisms do organisms utilize to ensure offspring 

fitness and survival? The goal of this study is to determine the extent that mothers are able to 

provide an epigenetic adaptive developmental advantage to offspring to overcome the 

constraints of poor environmental conditions, and to establish the methods by which this 

strategy is employed.  

Hypothesis 1: Mothers adaptively program offspring through the direct transfer of maternal 

epigenetic markers during early life (DNA methylation can be passed from mother to offspring). 

Prediction: Maternal body condition, which is positively correlated with pre-breeding rainfall 

[5], is related to the level of DNA methylation in offspring. 

Hypothesis 2: Mothers adaptively program offspring indirectly through the transmission of 

hormones into the egg contents. 

Prediction: Levels of glucocorticoid hormones in the egg determine future offspring fitness and 

influence DNA methylation.  

 

Experimental Design 
To determine the relationship between maternal condition and offspring methylation, we will use 

samples from the population of superb starlings at the Mpala Research Centre in Kenya. This 

population has been continuously monitored since 2001, with over 97% of individuals banded 

[3]. Using body mass data and blood samples already collected, we will assess methylation of the 

promoter region of the glucocorticoid receptor [see 3]. We can then compare body mass and 

DNA methylation levels of the same mother with different offspring from the same year and in 
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different years. In addition, we will set up a nest box study site of European starlings in the 

Northeastern United States. In this population, we will manipulate maternal condition and egg 

contents. Maternal condition declines during drier years due to the unpredictable food supply [5]; 

thus, we will provide a steady supply of supplemental mealworms to some groups in the pre-

breeding and breeding periods. To test the alternative hypothesis that maternal condition is not 

the major factor influencing developmental programming, we will manipulate egg conditions 

irrespective of maternal condition. By injecting and thus altering levels of glucocorticoids in 

selected eggs during development, we can test the role that glucocorticoids supplied during 

development play in overcoming harsh conditions. This nest box site will enable us to study the 

long term fitness impacts of maternal effects. 

 

Intellectual Merit and Broader Impacts 
As climate change increases environmental variability, understanding how species are already 

adapted to unpredictable environmental conditions can be used to predict the ability of other 

species to adapt. In particular, by exploring the role that epigenetic mechanisms can play in 

adaptive developmental programming, this study has profound implications for many species, 

including humans. For instance, regulation of DNA methylation in the glucocorticoid receptor 

gene of humans is associated with maternal anxiety during pregnancy [6], and is influenced by 

food availability [7]. Deeper insight into how epigenetic mechanisms work will enhance our 

understanding of how maternal condition can impact child development.  

     This study will provide K-12 educational activities, provide opportunities for student 

research, and promote global discussion about the impacts of climate change. Lessons plans will 

be designed for the Northern Kenya Conservation Clubs as well as schools in New York City to 

facilitate discussion about the impact of rainfall on both wildlife and people. This will include a 

starling game in which students compete under various “environmental conditions” to obtain 

resources for “offspring”, thus demonstrating how adaptive choices can be made in various 

conditions. The lesson plans and study findings will be broadcast on Mpala Live!, connecting 

classrooms and fostering global discourse between students about how climate impacts the 

environment, wildlife, and their own lives. Furthermore, the proposed work will provide research 

opportunities for undergraduate students at Columbia University as well as secondary students at 

the Daraja Academy to assist in field work as part of the Daraja internship program. Overall, this 

study enhances knowledge of the global reach of climate change. 
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